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DISCLAIMER
You should read this legal disclaimer carefully. All information provided in this 
document must never be interpreted as part of contractual agreements and, 
moreover, the document can never be considered an advisory service or solicita-
tion of public savings.

This light paper, therefore, does not constitute a document that could be inter-
preted as a solicitation to buy or sell our token by users, nor should it be used in 
making an investment decision: this is simply an information tool.

Having said that, please be advised that cryptocurrency and token trading carries 
a high level of risk and is not appropriate for all investors. Before trading crypto-
currencies, tokens or any other digital asset, the investment objectives, the level 
of knowledge and the risk appetite must first be carefully considered.

The team of Evodeaf s.r.l. will undertake to make continuous detailed updates 
to this document with accuracy and dedication, at all times and only in order to 
ensure clear and complete information on the development of the economic ini-
tiative behind the creation of the token.

EvodEaf
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ABSTRACT
What if you could really be part of something innovative, something that could 
change the fate of an entire community? It is these ambitions that gave birth to 
Evodeaf, we intend to create an application that will revolutionize the way a deaf 
person can use a telephone.

INTRODUCTION
The idea of Evodeaf was born in 2020 from the meeting between Francesco Can-
none, a hearing person, and Anna Matveyeva, a hearing impaired person, at a 
training course at an academy of investors where Anna Matveyeva was one of 
the students and Francesco Cannone was the coach, who, under those circum-
stances, became aware of the communication difficulties of the deaf.
That experience pushed Francesco Cannone to look for technological tools ca-
pable of making the interaction between the world of the hearing and the world 
of the deaf possible by overcoming the barriers set by nature. This is where his 
mission started: to research and invest in new technologies and evolve what the 
market already has to offer, to achieve the goal of full interaction.
To carry out this ambitious project, nine other partners joined Francesco and 
Anna, giving birth, in 2022, to Evodeaf s.r.l. and Evodeaf Digital Integration Plat-
form hereinafter referred to as “Evodeaf”.

EVODEAF
Evodeaf is a web platform that, through the use of new generation technological 
tools, helps create a bridge between the world of the deaf and that of the hearing.
Evodeaf is a registered trademark of Evodeaf s.r.l. based in Gavardo, Via G. 
Quarena, 145, province of Brescia BS with P.I and C.F. 04375530989, REA num-
ber BS - 609799.
The world of the deaf is a community numbering 72 million people spread all 
over the planet.
With Evodeaf, through an intelligent avatar, users can communicate with each 
other without barriers, both in sign language and spoken language with subtitles 
and make use of many other features briefly described below.
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EVODEAF DIGITAL 
INTEGRATION PLATFORM
FEATURES

• Communication between the deaf and the hearing

•  Communication between the hearing and the deaf

•  Wikisign: encyclopedia of signs in 6 languages*

•  OCR Scan: Conversion of an image of a text into sign language

•  Evodeaf chat: community enhancement

•  Evodeaf car: application for the recognition of danger sounds in cars

•  Kids section: gaming, stories and fairy tales in sign language

•  Commercial application: integration with community-sensitive businesses

•  Assistance: support with video call center to help the community

*Italian lis – Spanish LSE – Indian IPSL – Polish PL – French LSF – international IS (not uniform)

DETAILED FEATURES OF EVODEAF DIGITAL 
INTEGRATION PLATFORM

• Communication between the deaf and the hearing. Subscribers will be 
able to use the platform to transform sign language into spoken language 
or subtitled text, available in 6 languages*.

• Communication between the hearing and the deaf. Subscribers will be 
able to use the platform to transform the spoken language into sign lan-
guage, or into a subtitled text, available in 6 languages*.

• Evodeaf Wiki. Subscribers to the platform will be able to make use of a 
wiki section in which all signs and words in the form of sign language will 
be present in the 6 pre-set languages*.

• Evodeaf Scan - OCR Scan. Subscribers will be able, by enabling the cam-
era, to frame a photo of a text and subsequently convert it into sign lan-
guage. This text can be converted into an audio. 

• Evodeaf Chat. Subscribers will be able to use the internal chat to commu-
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nicate with each other creating support and unity to respond to every type 
of need and necessity. 

• Evodeaf Car. Subscribers will be able to make use of the “car” modal-
ity, which will enable the device to recognize and interpret the signals re-
ceived by the microphone, activating an alert in the vicinity of ambulances 
or emergency vehicles.

• Evodeaf Kids - Kids with gaming. Subscribers will gain access to extra op-
portunities and a gaming and stories section by subscribing to the family 
plan. This section will make it easier for children to learn the language of 
the deaf.

• Evodeaf Maps. Subscribers can use Evodeaf Maps to find businesses 
and organizations that are sensitive to the community as they too are users 
of the same platform. 

• Evodeaf Support - Community assistance. Subscribers will have the op-
portunity to reach out to other people in the community in order to offer or 
receive assistance, in case of need and urgency.

* Italian lis – Spanish LSE – Indian IPSL – Polish PL – French LSF – international IS (not uniform)

APPLICATION PRICING AND DISTRIBUTION IN THE 
POTENTIAL MARKET*

The potential market to which the application will be offered is divided into 4 
categories:

•  private users,

•  corporate users (training, communication, marketing, video information 
networks, etc.),

•  professional users (medical offices, associations, research facilities),

•  institutional users (municipalities, regions, health sector, state depart-
ments, public education)

Private users
The application, in its first phase, will be offered for purchase in 2 variants:

• Standard***: from €4.90 to €9.90 per month per user;

• Family***: from €9.90 to €14.90 per month, up to a maximum of five users 
per family.

EvodEaf digital Platform
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Business users**
The application, in its first phase, will be offered for purchase in 2 variants:

• Standard: from €89.90 per year with limited functions;

• Pro: from €139.90 per year with full functionality.

Professional users** 
The application, in its first phase, will be offered for purchase in 2 variants:

• Standard: personalized offers;

•  White label application: personalized offers.

Institutional users** 
The application, in its first phase, will be offered for purchase in 2 variants:

• Standard: personalized offers;

• White label application: personalized offers.

* The application offers the possibility of purchasing additional functions in the app.
** As for the prices for other users, the application can be customized and the price will depend 
on the arrangements between the parties.
*** The price may vary according to the geographic region of residence.

TECHNOLOGICAL STACKS

For the security of its users, Evodeaf uses an offline cryptographic protocol for 
generating the access keys to the unique and non-replicable wallet which will be 
possessed only by their respective owners (4rya: digital identity: https://4rya.io).
The reference technology stack for the Evodeaf platform has 3 levels and numer-
ous features:

• The first level is the register of transactions incorporated into the open-
source TRINCI® blockchain in the form of metadata, through the Multi-
Proof-Of-Stake (MPOS) consensus system.

•  The second level is 4rya, a smart contract capable of creating an encrypted 
web wallet that can send, receive, store and convert cryptocurrencies, fiat 
money, tokens and NFT peer to peer: tracking of and reporting on the flows 
allows users to carry out transactions and store tokens and other crypto 
assets, it enables peer-to-peer transactions in a cryptographically secure 
environment.

EvodEaf digital Platform
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• The third level is intelligent Evodeaf   

a Dedicated machine learning
b Decentralized server 

USEFUL LINKS

•  TRINCI® Blockchain: https://trinci.io/

• TRINCI® Repositories: https://github.com/affidaty-blockchain

• Evodeaf platform: https://www.evodeaf.com/

• 4rya: digital identity: https://4rya.io

• Terms & Conditions: https://www.evodeaf.com/ 

• Exchange: https://www.synkrony.io/

EvodEaf digital Platform
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TOKENIZATION OF 
EVODEAF DIGITAL 
INTEGRATION PLATFORM
Evodeaf s.r.l. has decided to improve the use of the intellectual property rights 
(governed and protected by copyright law https://uibm.mise.gov.it/index.
php/it/deposit-securities) of Evodeaf Digital Integration Platform by using the 
T.R.I.N.C.I.® blockchain and creating ED NFT (Evodeaf NFT).

ED NFT (non-fungible token) represents 100% of the rights to commercially ex-
ploit the intellectual property pertaining to the platform management software.

The economic benefits derive from subscriptions and purchases of the Evo-
deaf Digital Integration Platform application and are made up of one billion 
(1,000,000,000) accounting units called Evodeaf Token (EDT).

ED NFT marks the beginning of a new era of non-fungible tokens, the tokeni-
zation of Software Licenses and the consequent distribution of profits deriving 
from Digital Services.

In this tokenization program, Evodeaf Token EDT incorporates, pro quota, the 
rights to commercially exploit the software-related intellectual property (gov-
erned and protected by the respective smart contract).

The benefits obtained from such exploitation derive from the commission fees 
applied to the subscriptions and from the purchases made on the Evodeaf Digital 
Integration Platform.

DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION  

Evodeaf s.r.l. has created, with the T.R.I.N.C.I® Blockchain technology, ED NFT 
which represents 100% of the ownership rights to commercially exploit the Evo-
deaf Digital Integration Platform. ED NFT is made up of one billion (1,000,000,000) 
accounting units called EDT with a starting nominal value of €0.35 per unit.

Evodeaf s.r.l. grants users the opportunity to purchase EDT through various mar-
keting initiatives, up to a maximum of 20% of EDTs equivalent to 200,000,000 
units.

EvodEaf tokEnization
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The benefits that will be obtained from such exploitation, i.e. those deriving from 
the commission fees applied to the subscriptions to the Evodeaf platform, will be 
distributed among the holders of the tokens in proportion to the quantity owned 
relative to the total number of tokens issued,

Such property rights can be transferred or converted into currency via the Synk-
rony Eurs protocol available at the link:  https://www.affidaty.io/docs/EURS-Syn-
krony-AffidatySpA_white_paper_ita.pdf 

Evodeaftoken EDT is governed by Italian law and any suspicious transactions will 
be reported to the competent authorities.

GENERAL CONDITIONS

One billion (1,000,000,000) accounting units EDT will be issued, representing 
100% of the ownership of the ED NFTs, and therefore of the revenues (net of 
VAT) deriving from the sales of the licenses to use the Evodeaf Digital Integra-
tion Platform (EVODEAF).

The starting nominal value of each EDT at the 
time of listing will be €0,35.

EDT therefore represents an asset that entitles the owner to participate in the 
distribution of revenues (net of VAT) deriving from subscriptions and subse-
quent purchases made by users on the Evodeaf Digital Integration Platform 
(EVODEAF).

EvodEaf tokEnization
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EDT TOKENOMICS CHART 

The opening of the wallet of each individual user is immediate through the use 
of the 4rya smart-contract.

The user must be registered in the EvoDeaf-Loonar back office https://office.
evodeaf.com/, and this will allow them to: 

•  Participate in the bounty program

• Purchase the EDT token in the pre-listing phases 

Using the 4rya smart-contract, the user can enter the platform, guarantee them-
selves entry to the enabling white list and share their referral link. Upon opening 
the wallet and the subsequent listing of the EDT token, it will be possible to make 
purchases following the procedures indicated on the reference page. 

PRESALE

Each user who wants to participate in the “private sale” and “pre-sale” of the EDF 
Token must first be part of our community by registering in the back office* 
https://office.evodeaf.com/login 

*Follow the link to find the instructions for joining the community.

markEting

6,0%

Bounty Program

4,0%

ownErshiP

70,0%

tokEn salE Edt

20,0%

tokEnomiCs Edt
(1 Billion)
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To be included in the white list that entitles you to the discounted purchase of the 
EDT token in the Synkrony exchange, users must be registered in our back office 
and have their account linked to 4rya.

EVODEAFTOKEN EDT PURCHASE MODEL IN THE PRIVATE VENDING AND 
PRE-SALE PHASES

When booking the Evodeaf Token, the user will make a currency exchange be-
tween fiat currency and Evodeaf Coin digital currency*.
The value of such conversion will be deposited in the wallet/account called Evo-
deafcoinpark.
Evodeafcoinpark will be managed by a smart contract which, at the time of the 
creation of the Evodeaf token, will analyze all transactions occurred on the block-
chain and assign to all respective owners the amount of tokens booked along 
with the execution of the transaction.

* Evodeaf Coin is a stable coin equal to the euro, created specifically to keep track of all the oper-
ations that users will carry within the Evodeaf community.

EvodEaf tokEnization
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SIMPLIFIED BOOKING MODEL  

SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF EVODEAF TOKEN ALLOCATION

EvodEaf tokEnization
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BOUNTY PROGRAM

Evodeaf s.r.l. has decided to offer a bounty program in the amount of 20% of the 
Token Sale to the community.

The distribution will take place in the following way:

• 15% in Evodeaf coin EDC  

• 5% in Evodeaf token EDT 

Such payouts will be made on two levels as follows:

•  affiliate on the 1st level: 10% of the total value of the EDT package pur-
chased, denominated in Evodeaf Coin EDC

• affiliate on the 2nd level: 5% of the total value of the purchased EDT pack-
age, denominated in Evodeaf Coin EDC, and another 5% of the purchased 
amount of tokens in Evodeaf token EDT.

Through a special system designed and implemented in the back office, users 
will be able to use their own referral ID and facilitate other users’ entry into the 
community.
Users who carry out transactions will find in the personal section of their back 
office the amount of tokens they have booked, in addition to the respective bo-
nuses in EDT and EDC received thanks to the bounty program.
In the back office it will also be possible to view the countdown to the issue date 
of the EDT token and guaranteed crediting to the Exchange-Wallet https://www.
synkrony.io/ of what has been purchased and generated.

EvodEaf tokEnization
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EXAMPLE OF PURCHASE AND DISTRIBUTION 
THROUGH BOUNTY PROGRAM

To make sure that our community receives the real advantages deriving from 
their signing up to the Bounty Program and rights at the various pre-sale phases, 
we have created several entry stages before listing (described below).

EvodEaf tokEnization
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SALES STAGES
TOKENOMICS ROAD MAP

Users will be able to book their EDT token at the price corresponding to the pri-
vate and pre-sale phases; therefore, each phase includes:

• prices

• maximum purchasable amount

• personalized unlocking rules*

*Once issued on the market, the EDT token for all users who purchased it in the private-vending 
and pre-sale phases will be locked according to the specifications described in this document.

EvodEaf tokEnization
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EDT HOLDERS’ RIGHTS TO THE NFT

As already mentioned and described, EvoDeaf token EDT represents an asset 
that entitles the owner to participate in the distribution of revenues (net of VAT) 
deriving from subscriptions and subsequent purchases made on the Evodeaf 
platform.
EDT marks the beginning of a new era of non-fungible tokens: the era of tokeni-
zation of Software Licenses and the consequent distribution of profits deriving 
from digital services.
Evodeaf s.r.l. gives the opportunity to purchase EDT up to a maximum number of 
200,000,000 units which represents 20% of the total issue of the tokens.
The profits deriving from subscriptions and subsequent purchases made on the 
aforementioned platform will be distributed proportionate to the quantity owned, 
as long as they remain in the holder’s possession, as in the case of the real eco-
nomic right of the holder.

WITHDRAWAL

The withdrawal must be preceded by the conversion of the Coins into fiat cur-
rency on the Synkrony Exchange. To make the withdrawal, it is mandatory to 
open a current account within the multichannel bank; the transaction can also be 
carried out later.
The opening of the current account in the multichannel bank is subject to bank-
ing regulations and involves a process of Adequate Verification according to EU 
standards.

REASON TO BELIEVE

One of the main objectives of this tokenization program is the willingness to 
share with the users of the community all economic results deriving from the 
operation of Evodeaf digital platform starting from day one.
Unlike an ICO (Initial Coin Offering), a high level of trust in the project is not re-
quired, as Evodeaf digital platform will be up and running, albeit in demo mode, 
from the very beginning of its tokenization and visible to users who have the 
right of access to the back office and the rights deriving from possession of the 
tokens.
Link: https://app.evodeaf.com/

EvodEaf tokEnization
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CONCLUSION
Each user who decides to buy Evodeaftokens will contribute to the creation of a 
platform with a strong ethical value which, by eliminating any type of usage bar-
rier, allows two hitherto parallel worlds to communicate, making them feel part 
of a single community.
This is an unprecedented revolutionary change that taps into the power of com-
munity and blockchain technology.

ConClusion
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